TZOFIM - ISRAEL SCOUTS – Friendship Caravan Tour Stop
MONDAY, JULY 24 @ 7:00 p.m.

The Jewish Community Center of Greater Kansas City
5801 W. 115th Street, Overland Park

We are indeed fortunate that one of the two Israel Scout (Tzofim) Friendship Caravans touring America this year will be performing in Kansas City (after a 3 year absence due to the Corona pandemic). The “all Scout” and professionally choreographed program/concert, complete with multiple costume changes, features an entertaining and a participatory experience.

TZOFIM is the largest youth organization in Israel and for over 40 years, they have brought these entertainment programs to America. This year, each “Caravan” Troupe, composed entirely of ten 16 and 17 year old male and female Israeli Scouts (TZOFIM) and two Scout Leaders, consists of very talented young people, selected from thousands of Israeli Scout applicants, based on personal character, integrity, Scouting experience, and accomplished stage/singing/dance talent. After rounds of competitive auditions and 6 months of rehearsals and preparation, they crisscross the United States during the summer. They perform dance and song selections (in multiple languages including English & Hebrew).

ALL are invited and encouraged to attend! There is no charge for the performance. Funding of this tour stop is provided by the Jewish Community Center of Greater Kansas City.

This is a very unique and excellent opportunity for Scouts and Scouters to meet and experience International Scouting… through a song and dance venue. If you have attended one of their concerts in the past, you already know what a fun filled and entertaining performance this is... if you have not, now is your opportunity.